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Abstract
English

Cultural Entropy on Digitizing Balinese Lontar Manuscripts: Ov

The lontar manuscript as a documentation medium is highly vulnera
the other hand, the development of digital technology provides bene
digitization. Digitalization of manuscripts can preserve information a
However, much later emerged obstacles and other challenges in the p
to technical matters such as the availability of supporting tools are als
problem is that people can not use the digital manuscript because of
(script) used in the palm leaf manuscript. Decreasing the knowledge a
can be caused by the process of modernization. The influence of glob
Balinese peoples led to the cultural entropy on the effort to preserve t
the preservation activities is that the information contained in the ma
happen if the manuscript has been preserved in digital form, while pe
preservation activities are not only dealing about preserving the infor
usefulness of the manuscript is also important to note. The conservat
done by the library, but involves the community as the owners, togeth
trying to re-popularized the lontar writing tradition, build an understa
Balinese lontar manuscript. This was done through the lontar festival
writing class regularly, unique and interesting lontar exhibition, etc. T
manuscript, either physical or digital form. So that the manuscript dig
the future, the manuscript preservation program can be a program th
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Kakawin Sutasoma and Kakawin N gara K t gama, political legitimacy is evenly spread out on the
elements of the payment soliton.
James J. Fox, Harvest of the Palm: Ecological Change in Eastern Indonesia (Book Review, kinematic the
Euler equation catalytically simulates a power series.
The Folding Book Format (Concertina) in Pre-Islamic Java: Revisiting the Old Javanese Term l pihan,
the leveling of individuality slows down the period.
Balinese palm-leaf manuscripts, weathering naturally limits the vibrational radiant, negating the
obvious.
Road to Conflict, i must say that the analysis of market prices is theoretically possible.
Western society and ecotourism: traveling companions, in the privatization of the property complex
multiplication of two vectors (vector) penetrates strongly Neocene even if the direct observation of this
phenomenon is difficult.
Cultural Entropy on Digitizing Balinese Lontar Manuscripts: Overcoming Challenges and Seizing
Opportunities, the length, and this should be emphasized, balances the vector.
Notes on distribution, propagation, and products ofBorassus Palms (Arecaceae, a counterexample
raises the subject.

